ABSTRACT

This study compared experiential exercise and behavior modeling approaches to teaching management skills using a sample of 69 undergraduate business students. The behavior modeling approach improved behavioral management skills more than the experiential exercise approach on one of two skills learning measures, providing a partial replication of an earlier study by McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87) differences were found in student reactions to the two approaches.

INTRODUCTION

There is a growing recognition of the importance--some say imperative--of teaching interpersonal and behavioral skills to business students along with traditional cognitive skill enhancement. Several symposia at recent Academy of Management meetings have addressed this topic (Schoenfeldt, Powers, Whetten, & Albanese, 1987; Zoffer, Porter, Blood, & Steers, 1986). Lyman Porter an invited address at last years western Academy of Management meeting (Porter, 1927) reported the results of a survey in which he found that 68% of vice presidents and CEOs complained about the lack of emphasis on behavioral skill building in business schools. Four years earlier, Porter predicted that "teaching managerial competencies is quite likely to be one or major issues--perhaps major issue--facing business/management schools in the last half of the 1980s" (1983, p. 8).

While Porter pleas for more attention to behavioral skill building have not been totally ignored, there are few published reports at improving business student management skills. A recently published text is available for instructors with interest in skill building (Whetten & Cameron, 1984), but only anecdotal reports exist of its effectiveness. The Outcome Measurement Project of the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (1984) has concerned itself with the measurement of management skills using assessment center technology, but has not as yet reported on the comparative effects teaching techniques designed to improve student skills.

One exception to this dawning of research is a recently published report by McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87). In a study of 182 undergraduate business students, they found that a skills training approach utilizing behavior modeling training (BMT) was more effective than one utilizing experiential exercises (EE) an organizational behavior course when the criterion was either: a) a specially designed behavioral skills test involving role playing of management incidents or, b) a final exam measuring cognitive learning. Surprisingly they also found that students were generally less satisfied with the BMT approach to learning compared to the EE approach. This result is at variance with those from industrial applications of BMT where reports of satisfaction are quite high (Burke Day, 1986).

The experimental and comparison groups two sections of the same course) in McEvoy and Cragun's (1986-87) study did not differ on a cognitive pretest or on most demographic variables. Further, they established an acceptable level of interrater reliability for their behavioral skills test (r = 0.81), suggesting that certain key management skills (interpersonal communication, decision making, conflict resolution, delegation, performance feedback, employee motivation could be measured reliably in a role play setting.

Despite the fact that the experimental and comparison groups used by McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87) did not differ on most demographic variables, it is still impossible to rule out alternative explanations for the results achieved without subject randomization. Technically, their study was a "quasi-experiment" using a nonequivalent control group design (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Further, this design falls under the general category of "between-subjects: designs because measures were taken once on each subject and comparisons were made between scores obtained by different students.

The importance of the McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87) study is that it begins the process of isolating effective means of building student behavioral management skills. The purpose of the present paper is to report a replication attempt of their study; using a different sample, different methodology, and some additional measures.

The research reported below rest the same hypotheses as McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87). Specifically, the research hypotheses are that: a) student behavioral skills are improved more using a BMT approach to learning compared to an EE approach, and b) students respond more favorably to EE learning than to BMT learning.

METHOD

This research uses a "within-subjects design. Such a design has the advantage that subjects "serve as their own controls" (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984), thus increasing the power of small sample designs and reducing concerns about the "nonequivalency" of the control group.
All 69 students in one section of an organizational behavior course were exposed to six management skill areas as part of the course content. Three skills were taught using a behavior modeling training approach (Decker & Nathan, 1985) and three were taught using an experiential approach (Kolb, Rubin, & McIntyre, 1971). Student groups developed presentations for both approaches. In BMT sessions, instructor-provided learning points were demonstrated in either a prepackaged video or through live modeling in front of the class. All students then practiced the learning points in role play settings in smaller groups and got feedback from peers in terms of their ability to demonstrate the appropriate behaviors. In EE sessions, student groups drew exercises out of resource books placed on library reserve and modified the exercises as needed for a particular topic. Selected exercises included such standards as “Lose on the Moon,” “Win as Much as You Can,” and so forth.

Pretest, demographic, satisfaction, and other data were collected over the course of the quarter as with the original study. At the end of the course, peer evaluations were made and a behavioral skills test was given.

Dependent Variables

The behavioral skills test utilized as one measure of student behavioral learning was identical to the one reported by McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87). Briefly, students performed five-minute role-plays in response to stimulus scenarios depicting management situations. A faculty member who was not the course instructor was the other role player. The student’s performance was evaluated independently (i.e., without discussion) by both the faculty member and a graduate assistant using check list. An example of the score sheet in one skill area is provided in Figure 1.

Students engaged in two randomly selected role-plays, one in a BMT-taught skill area and one in an EE-taught skill area. Neither later was aware of which skills were taught with which approach and were therefore blind to the experimental treatment. Ten points were possible on each role play. Scores from the two role plays were summed, as were the graduate assistant’s scores. The correlation between these two sets of scores was 0.70 suggesting adequate interrater reliability. Each student’s final score on the behavioral skills test was determined by averaging the faculty and assistant ratings.

Peer evaluations have also been shown to be reliable and valid measures of managerial skills (Latham & Wexley, 1981; McEvoy & Cragun, 1986-87; Wexley & Baldwin, 1986). Therefore, students who worked closely with each other in group projects during the course were asked to evaluate the behavioral skills of their peers at the end of the quarter. Ratings were gathered on each of the following dimensions: problem solving, conflict management, motivation, delegation, performance feedback, and an overall behavioral skills rating. Ratings were made on a five-point scale and on average each student was evaluated by 4.7 peers.

Peer ratings from the EE-taught skill areas (problem solving, conflict) were averaged and compared to the peer ratings given in BMT-taught skill areas (motivation, delegation, performance feedback) to provide a second assessment of the differential learning effects of the approaches.

Finally, students’ reactions to BMT and EE learning activities were gathered by asking students to evaluate the day’s learning on a five-point scale at the end of each class period in which one of the skills areas was the focus of class. (Note that most classes were devoted to lecture rather than to skill-building exercises.) Ratings were averaged across all BMT classes for comparison with the EE average.
RESULTS

Descriptive statistics for the variables in the study are reported in Table 1. It should be noted that the overall behavioral skills test score reported here (mean = 12.1) is slightly higher than the 11.0 average reported by McEvoy and Cragun (1986) suggesting more behavioral learning greater scoring leniency, or more skillful incoming students in the present study (or some combination of these). Comparison of demographic data, cognitive pretests, and cognitive final exam scores of this group and the McEvoy and Cragun group suggested that few differences in student samples were present. Therefore, the difference in behavioral skills test score is likely due to either more behavioral learning or rater leniency rather than to student differences.

It can be seen in Table 1 that the scores on the BMT-taught skills areas were indeed higher than the EE-taught skills as hypothesized, but this difference was not statistically significant. Specifically a paired-samples t-test found 1.25, p = 0.11 (one-tailed), suggesting, that the difference may have occurred by chance.

Peer ratings for BMT-taught skills were slightly higher than the ratings for EE-taught skills. In this case, the hypothesis was supported because the difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05). Overall then, the results with both the skills test and the peer ratings provide mixed support for the hypothesis that BMT enhances management skill learning more than EE approaches.

Results of student evaluations of class periods were opposite the direction hypothesized. However, as can be seen in Table 1, this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.17).

Intercorrelations of skills learning variables are presented in Table 2. Overall peer ratings were related to overall skills test scores (r = 0.30, 0.01) suggesting at least some overlap in these measures. That is, the skills exhibited ac the test site in two brief role plays were also observed by peers over the course of the quarter.

Table 2 also shows fairly high intercorrelations between skills test scores for BMT- and EE-taught skills (r = 0.64) and between peer ratings for BMT and EE taught skills (r = 0.91), suggesting little differentiation in these areas.
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DISCUSSION

This replication attempt provides limited support for McEvoy and Cragun's (1986-87) original study. Only one of the two outcome variables found the predicted greater skills learning for the BMT approach compared to the EE approach. Further, there was no difference in student preferences for the two approaches.

However, the direction of the differences was as predicted for the skills test dependent variable. This suggests the possibility that a lack of statistical power may have accounted for the failure to find a significant difference. This study used a sample of 69 compared to 182 in the original study by McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87). Post hoc power analysis revealed that for a sample of 69 and an expected medium effect size, the power of an alpha - 0.05 t-test is 0.82 (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984). Thus, power was adequate but not outstanding, with almost one chance in five of failing to find a true experimental effect if it were present.

There were also differences between this study and the original one that may account for the disparity in outcomes. As McEvoy and Cragun described their BMT class section, students were quite heavily involved in behavior modeling even to the point of developing their own modeling displays (videotapes) for presentation in class. As noted earlier, in this study students relied on either prepackaged modeling displays or live modeling in front of class. Thus, the intensity of the BMT experience may not have been as great for the replication sample, and this may have transferred over into the behavioral test scores. However, since the test scores were on average higher for this sample as a whole than for the original sample, this possibility is suspect.
Interestingly, the average skills test score for the experimental group in McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87) was 12.26, very close to the overall skills test score in this sample (12.13). This suggests the possibility that exposure to only a few BMT-taught skills is sufficient to raise skills test scores the same amount as using a BMT-approach throughout the course for all skills areas.

This study found no differences in student preferences for BMT versus EE approaches, finding at odds with McEvoy and Cragun (1986-87). The difference here may be due to different measures. In the original study, anonymous course evaluation outcomes were compared and the EE class was more positive than the BMT class. In this study, a different measurement approach had to be used because all students were in the same class. The project evaluations that students turned in were done numerous times over the quarter and were not anonymous. Lack of anonymity may have created a different environment for raters, with differing results. Alternately, it could be that students react favorably to some BMT learning but not to an entire quarter of it. In fact, anecdotal evidence from course evaluations reported by McEvoy and Cragun support this interpretation.

Obviously, more research is needed before guidance can be provided to business schools and management instructors in terms of the most effective approaches for building student behavioral skills. Besides experiential exercises and behavior modeling training, numerous other possible instructional approaches exist: case study, lecture computer interactive video, independent study, role playing without modeling, and so forth. Each of these deserve attention in future studies. Further, the short-term nature of the present study is an obvious shortcoming. Future research should attempt to measure learning effects over longer time spans. Lastly, other measures of skills learning should be considered. Other raters could be used as well as other formats such as written management incidents or well-designed multiple-choice learning tests.
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